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Maximize your 2016 tax return EY Tax Guide 2016 turns filing your taxes into a simple process.

While tax code is admittedly complex, this trusted guide offers specific solutions for tax payers,

including homeowners, self-employed entrepreneurs, business executives, and senior citizens, to

help you zero in on the best tax strategy for your financial situation. Green tips offer updated insight

into environmental credits for green initiatives that can maximize your return. Additionally, this

authoritative text provides at-a-glance reference sheets for key subject areas, including changes in

tax law, common errors to avoid, tax breaks and deductions, and more. If you find tax preparation

an intimidating process you are not alone; however, you can simplify your taxes by turning to a

trusted guide for support. The EY Tax Guide is an approachable yet authoritative resource that has

acted as the go-to reference for individual taxpayers for years. With this text, you can understand

the deductions you are entitled to and maximize your return.  Explore the top tax preparation errors,

increasing your return and protecting your wealth Consider tax strategies that are specific to your

particular financial situation, tailoring your preparation approach to your needs Leverage

money-saving tips and other useful information, such as insight regarding tax law changes and tax

breaks Streamline the filing process with the tax organizer, and plot your preparation on the tax

calendar to meet key deadlines  EY Tax Guide 2016 is an integral resource that guides you in

maximizing your tax return through trusted tax filing techniques.
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I bought this to go along with my 2015 Turbo Tax Program. While it's easier reading than the IRS



pamphlets, in many cases it doesn't explain in depth a particular tax question. My particular

question concerned MLP's bought in IRA accounts. I had to go to the Merrill Lynch website to find

the answer (and I'm not a client of Merrill Lynch). In other areas, it seems to do a good job. I'll

update this review later, if necessary.

As a Tax Advisor, I find this the best reference guide.

Purchase this every year to supplement detailed Q&A tax questions. This Guide covers every tax

issue that the normal taxpayer might encounter. (Not covered: Corporate or Partnership returns as

those laws are separate).As a side note, the book with the tax rules, examples, and explanations is

1,030 pages. That embodiment of only Federal Income Tax Law and Regulations covers most US

Citizens and is expected to be adhered to by everyone. No wonder filing Federal taxes are a public

nightmare!

This is useful as a secondary resource, but it's not as well organized nor as comprehensive as the

similarly priced JK Lasser tax guide. If you are getting just one, the JK Lasser is definitely what I

recommend. I've owned both the print and Kindle versions of each over the years, and the JK

Lasser Kindle edition also has a more user friendly index and better cross links in the text.

I like the format and the posible solutions

I bought this kindle book at the end of the year. The book language is easy to understand and very

reliable. I learn a lot of things from it. It is very useful.Thanks...

For as thick as this book is, to have the Kindle version and use the Kindle web app, makes

searching a lot nicer.

it came on time it did not have all the information I thought it should of. The book is average.
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